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No Thanks

No Thanks
Paul Hendrick

Paul Hendrick

On Saturday morning I carried out
a sort of ritual self-emptying.
Mobile phone, credit card, car
keys, cash (apart from a single
Euro coin for the locker and a €20
note), glasses case, watch and pen
were all piled on the bed before I
left for the twenty-five minute walk
to Wheatfield prison. This selfemptying is a fairly regular ritual
with me but the feeling of emptiness
which the ritual brings never
ceases to affect me.

IN THIS ISSUE

Sacred Scripture
it was approaching 10.30 before
my driving licence was scrutinised
and the €20 was accepted and
lodged in Eddie’s prison account.
My contribution would help Eddie
to stock up on cigarettes, pot
noodles and biscuits on his weekly
access to the prison shop.

Outreach Fund
Retreat
Holy Trespass
Martin Byrne

A Humble, Anonymous God
Martin Byrne

Allow Beauty to Shatter You
….. Regularly
Seán Beckett

Suggested Reading
Prisons appear to regulate
themselves in a different timeframe and a different pace of life. I
arrived at 9.45 a.m., having been
admonished to arrive fifteen
minutes before the time of the visit.
I needn’t have been in any hurry.
Prison time and pace took over and

As we sat and waited in the aptly
named ‘waiting room’, complete
strangers shared their stories. It’s
amazing how a common cause can
unite people.

One mother related that she has
been visiting her son, now in his
forties, every Saturday morning for
the past eight years and how she
expects to be doing so for another
eight. He got his first prison
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sentence before his twentieth
birthday and has spent the greater
part of his life since then in
detention. She hopes and prays that
he will come to his senses and
‘settle down’ before she dies.
Another mother was visiting one of
her sons in Wheatfield and hoping
to make it across the campus to
Cloverhill Prison to visit a second
son who was in custody awaiting
trial. For her, the delay in the
reception area was more than just
an inconvenient irritant; it might
mean that she would miss her visit
with her second son.
Given the heroic nature of my
companions’ love for their children
and my own paltry credentials to
be in such exalted company, I held
my peace about the nature of my
visit.

Looking around the waiting room,
it was noticeable that a good
number of the visitors were young
mothers with very young children –
no doubt being brought to visit
Daddy. What was noticeable, too,
was the brevity of the skirts and
shorts being worn by a number of
the women. Their dress could
probably be best described as
provocative and one can only
wonder about the effect such
apparel would have on the
hormones of a virile, sex-starved,
incarcerated partner!
Finally, as frazzled nerves were
starting to give way to loud
complaints, we were escorted
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across to the main visiting area.
Just like in an airport, jackets,
shoes and belt have to be put in a
basket for scanning and everyone
has to walk through a scanner and
then be tested with a hand-held
scanner and swabs.
The final part of the scanning is the
one beloved by children. The
visitors stand still on a numbered
spot and a sniffer dog (usually a
Labrador) is led around each
person. If the dog sits down, it is an
indication that the dog has detected
contraband and an open visit is
refused to the visitor. No amount of
discussion or pleading will be of
any use – the dog’s word is taken.
On Saturday morning, the dog sat
down beside the young man in front
of me – a screened visit was
offered. The man objected loudly,
his anger no doubt fuelled by the
long delay in the reception area.
However, staff were polite but
inflexible.
When it came to my own turn to
submit myself to the dog, the
handler waved me through - either
deeming me too old and innocuous
to be a threat or recognising me
from previous visits, or maybe
both!
At last I was in the visiting area. I
walked towards the section
allocated for spiritual and other
special visits. When I told the
officer that I was there to meet
Eddie, he informed me that Eddie
had declined the visit.
Nothing for it but to retrace my
steps, collect my house keys from
the locker in reception and head
home.

Eddie has served three years in
prison and his release date is in
2025 when he will be 32 years of
age. There will be plenty of other
opportunities to visit him.
Maybe next week.

Sacred Scripture
On Thursday evenings in June of
this year, a group of women from
the local area gathered in our
house in Cherry Orchard to
reflect on the Scriptures. The total
group usually numbered between
twelve and fifteen.
The stories covered were: The Call
of Matthew, The Woman Washing
Jesus’ Feet, Launch out into the
Deep, Martha and Mary and
Jesus teaching in the Synagogue.
What follows were written by
some of the women as a reflection
on their experience.
I enjoyed the scripture sessions
very much. The stories were very
interesting. Each week I would
listen to the stories as they were
told to us and try and think of the
meaning of each story and imagine
in my mind what it would have
been like back in Jesus’ time.
We hear so many stories about
Jesus and in my mind I would like
to believe that they’re all true. I
know in my heart what I believe in
and it is my faith and prayers that
get me through each day.
I look at nature and at the beauty
that surrounds me every day - even
the birth of a baby – just some of
the wonders of the world and I
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believe that God has created all of
this.

The scripture sessions bring up
things I learned as a child or have
read about. I’ve been in the group
each week and listening to what
each person talks about, what they
got from what they heard in the
stories. I think the sessions help us
to learn more from each other and
to have a better understanding
about the scriptures.
The sessions also give us a chance
as a group to get together each
week where we can also relax and
go into our own space for a few
minutes when we listen to the
beautiful pieces of music. This is
something we would not take time
to do for ourselves at home. I love
the time we spend together and I
find it lifts my spirit.

I really enjoyed the scripture
sessions, they were very uplifting
and were explained very well after
talking about them. It was great
listening to the other people asking
questions. It is so easy to question
your faith and you feel good when
someone explains the stories to
you. Some of the stories actually
happened and others were just
stories. We are all adults now but
we believed a lot about religion
when we were kids. I know I
question my faith a lot but I would
never change.
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The people in the group were great
and they all seemed to be enjoying
themselves. The relaxing music
was just that – relaxing.

Thanks for a lovely experience. I
hope we have more to come.

I found it good to mix with other
people and hear their views on the
stories that we were listening to.
The way the stories were told was
very good as they were explained
in layman’s words that I could
understand. It made me think a lot
about myself and my own life.
The music was great as well – it
was lovely to relax for a couple of
hours and talk to the other people.
They made me feel very welcome
as I am not usually part of the
group. The atmosphere with the
candles and music was very
soothing and relaxing and the tea
and things afterwards were lovely.
I would like to do it again if it is on.

lovely and quiet and relaxing.
Sometimes I nearly fell asleep
during the music.

I thought the bits of scripture were
very interesting. My ideas of God
have changed by thinking about the
stories Jesus told and the things he
did.
When I was young, I was told that
God was a judge but the stories
Jesus told and the things he did
don’t show God as a judge at all.
It’s hard to get my head around it
all. When something bad happens
to me I get very angry with God.

Its great listening to the other
women saying what they think and
it gives me courage to speak out
myself sometimes too.

Thanks for inviting me.
Before we go home, we have a
cuppa and a chat.
I looked forward to the Scripture
Sessions every week and I
wouldn’t miss it for anything.
Everything about it was great. We
started and ended with lovely
relaxing music and Seán had
candles lighting in the room. It was

We get a page with the story on it
every night. I have about ten pages
now and I often look back over
them.
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Outreach
Fund
Contributions
to the
Outreach Fund
are always
welcome
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In the summer of 2014 the community in Cherry Orchard set up of a fund to assist with
our outreach work in The North Wall and Cherry Orchard.
We started off our current financial year in September 2015 with a balance of €1,678 in
the Outreach Fund.
Since then we have received contributions totaling almost €3,000 for which we are
extremely grateful.
The following is a summary of the expenses to date (1st Sept 2015 to 1st August 2016):
Assistance with funerals (2)
Drug’s Assessments
Prison Visits (34)
Help with Groceries & Household
Donations
Bank charges
Total
Balance

Searching for Mystery in Marginal Communities
was the theme of an on-site retreat/workshop hosted by the
Christian Brothers’ Community in Cherry Orchard from 25th to
30th July 2016.
Five Brothers from around the world and four ‘others’ took part
in what was a very rich and enriching experience.
Preparations are already afoot for retreats in 2017. Our plan is to
offer a ‘repeat’ retreat/workshop from 24th to 27th July 2017.
This retreat, which will last for four days, will be targeted at
those who have already participated in one of our other
retreats/workshops. The theme of this retreat will be ‘Mystery
Searching for us in Marginal Communities’.
Another retreat, aimed at ‘newcomers’, will take place from
Monday, 22nd May to Saturday, 27th May 2017.
For further information and bookings, please contact either
Sean, Martin or Paul.
Note: There is a limit of ten places on both retreat/workshops
and neither will go ahead unless there is a minimum of five
participants. Early booking is advisable.

€150
€100
€950
€1,143
€750
€ 44
€3,138
€1,540
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Holy Trespass
A modest start with individuals and groups
Within the North Wall
Telling our thousand stories, linking reflection and experience
Keeping avenues of resistance, and pulses of change alive
Forging a vision of fairness of what could be
While together, whispering of the numinous
Drawing on various North Wall sources
In our search for mystery, truth and respect
We are addressing our complex realities
During these see-saw times of Dockland development and recession
When much political rhetoric and devotional spirituality
Seem limping in answering our emerging questions
As our market driven hegemony tightens the screw
The struggling North Wall community is stripped
Of status, potential, dreams and dignity
Then, our stories of gritty, creative and dynamic liberation
Break-out and transgress the standard view
Reminding us of God’s irruptions in our tainted vulgarity
With the tsunamis of recent history rupturing community
Our traditional household gods are being junked
And resistance is our only rightful vocation
As a community, recovering our prophetic innards
We are helped to reconfigure God as a vital Larrier
And we stand soulful in our struggles with the violence of poverty
North Wall theology, not written from a place of affluent exception
But small, eclectic stories whispering a theology of hope
Trespassing on to the indelicate reassessment of power
An insignificant pulse, integral to the first truly global theology
Searching, a bottom-up web of connected spiritual narratives
Transgressing the norm. 1
Martin Byrne
________________________________
1

I penned this reflection on trying to theologise on the twenty books of North Wall stories
published to date. I owe much inspiration to my reading of EATWOT’S International
Theological Commission’s Journal, Voices, particularly volumes, xxxv No 2012/3-4 and
xxxvi No 2013/1.
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I’ve been awakened to life, to
dreams and to a spirit that I
did not know was within me,
because, for the past thirty
years, I’ve mutually engaged
in the North Wall community.
Jesus was born in an outhouse
and he died on a city dump,
close to the stench of our
sweaty, brutal world.
Communities like the North
Wall are impaled and
pulverized daily.
My choice as Brother is not to
defile my call by wishing to
stand beside the vindicated.
What a gift to be a partner in
the North Wall community,
where pockets of kinship are
experienced in the ongoing
struggle towards human
dignity.
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A Humble Anonymous God 1
In moving to where people in
poverty
are
collectively
branded as useless, to where
people
are
ridiculed,
humiliated and stigmatized by
centralisers, the media and the
powerful, we find ourselves
standing on holy ground.
The
normalization
of
indifference, inequality and
hatred in our market society
renders the ground beneath
our feet unholy. We are then
left dependent on a weak,
humble, gentle God to share
our normal world.

Sitting comfortably in the doorway of privilege
Enthralled by a good life with lots of benefits, I’m at ease.
Any God who would perpetually question such graced existence
Would frankly be a disappointment, a scandal and a nuisance.
Undisturbed by the blatant foolishness of a weak, narky, defeated God
Who wants a burning bush that directs us to the groans of brothers and sisters?
Or a feeble God who moves us to where pain is?
Such a biased God, impelling us to stand with the hurting, is an embarrassment.
Who wants a revolutionary Jesus or a subversive text
Inviting us to surrender and to undefend our false self and our nice lifestyle?
Who wants a vulnerable, humble God in the North Wall
That comes to us in a disturbing, vulgar, distressing disguise?
To seal ourselves, distracted from the ugly, into our comfort zones
Is to reject the compassionate pulse which continues the incarnation.
However, when we are prepared to remain in union with both the pains of our world
And with the love of God, only then we see with the eyes of Jesus.
We are thus sourced in a love-flow and created in its image
But though we live our normal lives in incomplete longing
Ecstasy soon gives way to laundry and our purpose is diluted
With our sustenance renewed, only when we consciously rejoin the dance.
To be drawn back on to the dance floor is not however an individual matter
Because sharing anew in the corporate flow of God’s energetic dream
Surprisingly, is only possible in company with the stranger and the misfit
As heaven, is not accessed, outside of kinship with the homeless addict.
Jesus was a nobody who gathered a community of nobodies
And in befriending the pained, he changed our world
Our souls will remain unreconstructed and our lives hollow if we do not invite
The powerless, the weak and the exploited to be our key to salvation
A humble, anonymous God is the weakest of all the Gods
Not overly keen to shake the holy incense in the dominant market place
Rather, away from the movers and the powerful centralisers
This mystery we call God, resides hidden in small, gritty, awkward, edgy people.
Martin Byrne
______________________________________
1
Richard Rohr, ‘Bias from the Bottom’, daily online meditation, Mar 21 – Apr 3, 2016.
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“Allow Beauty to Shatter
you. Regularly.”
Seán Beckett
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Is Beauty free and open to you or
is it limited, curtailed or
imprisoned?

The beauty of the world hath
made me sad ….

Let Beauty enchant you, entice
you and lull you inwards.

or
St. Patrick’s Breastplate: “The
Deer’s Cry”

Let Beauty please you, startle you,
dazzle and awaken you.
Let Beauty envelop you, delight
you, tickle you and leave you
breathless.
Let Beauty befriend you.

Can you see Beauty in disorder,
discord and chaos?

Let Beauty cuddle, embrace and
soothe you.

Where is Beauty found in your
home?

Let Beauty alarm you, disarm you,
frighten you, capture and
bewilder you.

Where do you meet and greet
Beauty on your street and in your
neighbourhood?

Where
do you
find
Beauty?

or
Pádraig Pearse’s “The Wayfarer”

Where do you go in ‘your world’ to
find nourishment from Beauty?

I arise today … Light of sun,
Radiance of moon, Splendour of
fire, Speed of wind ….
or
Jamie Grace’s “It’s a Beautiful
Day”
… this child awaits, strong in the
faith … something ‘bout the way
your sun shines on my face … it’s
a love so true.
So what is the poem or song of
Beauty that shines and shimmers
and soars in your heart today?

When
does
Beauty
touch
you?

In what others see as plain,
ordinary and distasteful, you may
see uniqueness, possibility and
potential because you see the
‘gem’!
Can you walk in Beauty, dream in
Beauty and dance in Beauty?
Can you rest, float and submerge
in Beauty?
Is Beauty close to you or in the
distance?

What are your favourite poems
and songs that bring Beauty close
and alive for you?
Might it be Joseph M. Plunkett’s
“I See his Blood upon the Rose”
I see his blood upon the rose and
in the stars the glory of his eyes ...
I see his face in every flower …
… rocks are his written words

Go and seek if necessary!
(Title ref: “The Irish Get Up and Go” Diary
2016 Pg 46).
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Suggested Reading
Fasting and Feasting: Radio
Reflections on Christmas and
Easter.
Aidan Mathews1

Aidan Mathews is a poet, a
playwright, a story writer, a radio
broadcaster and a producer but
perhaps his greatest gifts lie in his
way with language, his wit and
style and his ability to look at
events in a new way and rock us
back on our heels.
This current book is a collection of
radio scripts which have been
written over the past ten years and
are centered around the great
Christian celebrations of fasting
and feasting – Christmas and
Easter. Many of the reflections first
saw the light of day as
contributions to ‘The Living Word’
series on RTE 1 Radio at 6.15 each
morning from Monday to Friday.
Aidan draws on his vast
scholarship and knowledge of
scripture and his awareness that
Christianity not only has its
Hebrew roots and links but it also
has roots in other great faiths and
cultures. Nor is he afraid of the
sensual – the incarnation does
mean, after all, made flesh – and he
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is always alert to the fact that
Christianity is for losers, or for
those not afraid to be broken and
wounded in the world’s eyes.
The book contains glimpses of
Aidan’s family life, both as a child
and as a father as well as a moving
account of his own faith journey.
As a child, he remembers his
grandmother’s
“disembowelled
animal in a mink stole around her
neck” and yet she mothered him
and grand-mothered him, and
“gave me faith in faith itself”; he
also writes touchingly of his
mother as “an illegitimate child
brought up in a happy orphanage
by tireless Sisters of Charity, those
single and secular women, who
cherished her just as she cherished
them”; of his great-uncle who was
a chaplain on the Somme, and the
other great-uncle who was a
Republican insurrectionist; of his
brother who took a thousand days
to die from a brain tumour and a
host of others who, in the eyes of
the world, were broken, wounded
losers.
He tells lovingly of the birth of his
first daughter in a snowstorm on
the winter solstice; of returning to
his car that same night to find that
it had been broken in to and that
there was snow on the seats; of how
his own daughters gave birth to
him; of one of them adding a toy
pig to the menagerie in the family
crib (even though Pope Benedict
declared that there was no
historical evidence for the ox and
the ass not to mention a pig!).
Page after page of the book throws
new light on old stories. The 150
pages are well worth a read and
will repay the time taken to reflect
on their content.

This book will renew your
confidence that “the birth at
Bethlehem did not just come to
pass, it came to stay”.
Fasting and Feasting: Radio
Reflections on Christmas and
Easter; Aidan Mathews, Veritas
Publications, Dublin 2016.
Paul Hendrick
Some quotes from Fasting
and Feasting
Jesus - the second mask of the
Blessed Trinity
An alcoholic is a disappointed
mystic.
The law of love and not the
love of law
We idolise children because
we’ve lost faith in being
adults.
Our inseparable brethern at an
AA meeting drink from the
chalice as they sip their
teacups.
The enrolment of Caeser
Augustus hasn’t always
impressed scholars as much as
it does me. Their consensus is
that the census is a con.
It is time to remember the
breaker of bread from the
badlands of Galilee.
________________
1

Aidan Mathews has published a
number of other books, among
them “In the Poorer Quarters”
(2007) which is also based on radio
scripts.
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The God of Mercy, The God of
the Gospels
Peter McVerry SJ

This may be a small and a short
book but it is full of challenges and
questions for us.
Peter McVerry wonders about the
crowds that came to listen and to
follow Jesus. What did Jesus say to
them that held their attention?
Jesus’ words were challenging,
even a threat to some people
regarding their lifestyle and status
in society. Jesus questions which
God is served, do we serve the God
of the Law or the God of
Compassion? Do we follow the
God whose passion is the
observance of the Law or do we
follow the God whose passion is
compassion?
“How we understand God
determines how we
understand what God wants,
and therefore it influences
our attitudes, priorities and
behaviour.”
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The “Spirituality of the Gospels”
Mc Verry tells us, “ is outwardlooking, other- centred” and we
can only preach the God of
Compassion if we are “immersed
in the poverty and suffering, the
homelessness and hopelessness”
of people around us.
How are we moved by God’s
Compassion? Are we moved to
reflection and prayer, to listen and
show concern and even to express
anger? “… you cannot love
someone who is suffering
unnecessarily without being
angry at their suffering”. What
do you do with this anger? Can this
anger move you beyond a
‘listening ear’ to empathy and
action? This is challenging for us
as we will face questions regarding
solidarity, equality and dignity.
“Jesus dreamt that all people
would love each other, care
for each other, share with
each other, respect each
other.”

The God of Mercy, The God of
the Gospels: Peter McVerry S.J.
Veritas Publications, Dublin. 2016.
Seán Beckett

Moments of Mystery in Cherry
Orchard

This is a story book told by Cherry
Orchard grannies. It proposes a way of
doing spiritual direction at the raw
edges of Dublin city. How through our
story-telling, in ordinary street
language, can we experience God
searching for us? In our age of closedin spirituality these down-to-earth
incarnate stories, gift us an antidote to
self-obsessing holiness. In September
2015, a group of twelve women, all
grannies associated with the Thursday
Night Group at the Life Centre in
Cherry Orchard, signed-on for
creative writing classes. The group
opted for the framework that is
presented in the booklet, “Moments of
Mystery” and used the photographs
from the “Photospeak” collection.1
'We were the people who were not in
the papers. We lived in the blank
spaces at the edges of print. It gave us
more freedom. We lived in the gaps
between the stories.'2
These stories are ‘… smelting into
passion, the commonplaces of life' 3
________________________________
1

If we say we believe in the God of
Compassion, then how are we
living, relating and immersed in
today’s world?

Both of these invaluable resources are
produced by Partners in Faith.
2
Margaret Atwood, The Handmaid’s
Tale
3
Patrick Kavanagh
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The focus of the stories was on the
special experiences in the ladies lives.
After some discussion they expanded
on the nine themes of “Moments of
Mystery” 4 to include some topics
particular to themselves: being
granny, searching for mystery and
learning through life. Each week, for
twenty-four weeks the ladies worked
in sequence on a given topic. The
format for each class period, which
usually took about an hour, was to
begin with some discussion on the
topic, recalling experiences from life.
This was followed by a period of
silence, after which, people took pen
in hand and wrote their piece. The
class finished with each author
reading aloud their reflection to the
whole group. Week in and week out
people were amazed by hearing each
other’s stories.
When all of the reflections had been
written, the women spent time on the
final important stage in the
process. Together they revisited their
profound experiences by listening
again to their many and varied stories
and they searched to identify how they
were touched by mystery. Coming
together each week to tell their stories
unleashed a healing force of creative
thinking and of hope, and freed-up an
energy for change within them.
Through telling ordinary stories, Jesus
alerted people to the mystery of God,
masked within the joys and the
sorrows of life. Our ups and our downs
are loaded and are weighted with
mystery. Since the incarnation and the
resurrection of Jesus, nothing
anymore is merely flat or grey or
hopeless. Soulfulness is the stuff of
our everyday lives and in the manner
of Jesus, both spiritual direction and
spiritual discernment are not confined
to the domain of the detached esoteric

____________________
4

The nine themes are: birth, love,
death, failure, creativity,
vulnerability, forgiveness, alienation
and the beauty of nature.
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or to the realm of the ascetic erudite.
The substance of our stories is Godwith-us. Moments of mystery occur
regularly in the course of our holy,
mundane, secular lives. As urban
contemplatives in the busy monastery
of the street it is our privilege to
unmask and to unpack the gentle
intimations of mystery. In sitting
together around the camp fire and in
retelling our stories we are in the
presence of wonder and awe and
mystery. An awareness of God within
our life stories draws us to a response
of silence, to a prayer of gratitude, to a
tear or to an intimate heart-sigh.
As the collection of pieces began to
take final shape Gemma Mc Kenna
was approached, and invited to pen a
Foreword to the book. Later Gemma
was asked to join the women in Cherry
Orchard in order to help them to pan
through their soul scripts and to search
there for hints of the presence of God5.
The spiritual formation of the Jesus’
disciples happens on the road. In
effect, the disciples learn by doing in
the real world. They grow into an
understanding of this God of love, this
God of compassion, this God who
loves justice, this God who makes all
things new, by participating as active
observers and agents of compassion,
justice, and newness. Far from lecture
theatres, enclosed cloisters and
manicured retreat house lawns
spiritual formation happened. The
spiritual adventure described in the
four Gospels does not happen in the
sanctuary; it happens on the road, in
the company of beggars, prostitutes,
and lepers 6.
______________________
5
Partners in Faith, (Ciarán Earley,
Gemma McKenna and Mary Dwyer);
Moments of Mystery, Partners in
Faith (Second edition),
Photospeak
Jack Jezreel, “To Love without
Exception,” “Perfection,” Oneing Vol
4, No 1 (CAC: 2016) 51-52.
6

The stories of the Cherry Orchard
ladies speak in the vernacular of
spiritual exploration, justice, hope,
love, humanity, compassion, courage
and community and suggest how God
is searching for us in the ups and
downs of lives at the edges. The
writers acknowledge how writing
these stories has led them to find their
own unique voices, to unearth truth, to
take risks, to sharpen perception, to
trust their own intuition, to observe
and initiate change, to find hope in
hopeless situations, to chronicle their
own personal growth and capacity to
love, to register the graciousness of
God gently and compassionately
active.
The
stories
have
a
transformative power. Read them with
care and let them break open your
heart.” 7

Moments of Mystery in Cherry
Orchard; Life Centre Parents
Group; Scribbles from the
Margins Press; 2016 8.
Martin Byrne
__________________
7

Gemma McKenna, Foreword to
Moments of Mystery in Cherry
Orchard.
8

Because of the personal nature of
many of the stories, this book is not for
public sale. If you are interested in
reading it, please get in contact with
Martin Byrne and, with the permission
of the women, he will email a copy to
you for your personal perusal.

A Final Note
We’re a bit early with this issue of
‘Scribbles’ – the editor will be
away in early September.
Many thanks for your feedback on
the June issue
Christmas will be upon us when we
appear again.
Martin, Seán, Paul.

